
In Fall 2020, our trainees, faculty, and staff continued remote learning for

our first-year communications class under Professor Steve Allison. 

 

We are grateful to our students and teachers, who have all exemplified

the UCI spirit. 
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Fall Quarter in Review



Quarter Highlights

Science Policy &
Advocacy
Certificate

Program for
STEM Scientists
University of

California, Irvine’s

Public Policy Prep

(P3) program

unveiled an online

course in science

policy and advocacy

for STEM scientists

(PhD students &

postdocs) with a

focus on learning

basic skills and

concepts, as well as

identifying concrete

ways to transition

into careers in these

areas. 

To showcase the value of science communication for STEM scientists in

promoting effective policy change, this course was organized in conjunction

with The Journal of Science Policy and Governance (JSPG)  and UCI’s Ridge

to Reef program. Similarly, the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS)

provided strategies for effective communication by which STEM scientists

can engage in public policy and advocacy. Overall, the course incorporated

lectures on various topics in science policy and advocacy, workshops for

developing communication skills, and peer-to-peer learning opportunities

to sharpen skills in these fields. 

Learn more here: https://gps.bio.uci.edu/science-policy-and-advocacy-for-

stem-scientists/



Third Annual
Environmental Research Symposium

Our Environmental Research Poster Symposium was held on Zoom this year

on December 9th. 22 students across seven breakout rooms presented on

unique topics. View the program below to learn more about our students'

research efforts this year.



Trainee Excellence: Ariane Jong in Voice of OC

Over the last three decades, the frequency and severity of large wildfires

have been increasing in California and the western U.S. as a whole

(Westerling et al., 2006).  Local efforts to develop resilience to wildfires

and floods are urgently needed. Ariane's research supports emergency

planning for post-fire flooding and debris flows by developing more

accurate models of post-fire erosion and flood risk in southern

California and sharing the results with local flood control agencies.

These flood control agencies can use the modeling results to design

flood control infrastructure that is better equipped to handle the

increased sediment loads from burned mountain canyons or adjust

how frequently the infrastructure is maintained.  These actions

represent strategies to adapt to increasing post-fire flood risk, but more

can be done to mitigate risk as well.

Ariane Jong is a Ph.D. student in Civil & Environmental Engineering at UC

Irvine.  When she is not studying the impact of wildfire on flood risk in

southern California, she volunteers with the Citizens’ Climate Lobby and the

Climate Reality Project.  

You can read her full article here: https://voiceofoc.org/2020/12/jong-where-

theres-smoke-theres-flooding/. 


